DB 120S-A 6m T280E
H4b W2 B
anchored on concrete

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Performance class: H4b W2 B
Working width: 0.7 m
Vehicle intrusion: V15 (1.4 m)
Dynamic deflection: 0.1 m
Tested system length: 78.6 m
EC Certification report: 88451

System series: DB 120 Series
Tension bar: T280E
Design: Generation 2

Element length: 6 m
System height: 120 cm
System width: 67 cm
Element weight/length: 5.000 kg / 6 m

Mode of operation: double sided
Mode of installation: anchored on concrete
Additional features: with ZERO DEBRIS CONCRETE
Terminal anchoring: no
Installation drawing: K733097-EN
THE NEW DB 120 SERIES PROTECTS WITH MODULAR SAFETY

The holistic H4b safety concept for the median, roadside & bridge.